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4. Do not use this seat Without its cover.

' 5;:iff"'r:iH"'.T;ir:rom direct sunli.ht, since it may become hot
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12.Plea5ekeepthissafetySeatawayfromcorrosiveproducts.
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4. cLEANlNG AND MAlNTENANcE

Removal

1. Loosen the sheath, and remove from the elevator support (4)

cleaning the seat

1. Wash the straps and plastic parts with neutraI detergent and
Warm Water,

2. Ensure that no soap enters the buck|e or metal parts,

3. Do not use chemicals or bleach on any part of the chair.

4. Dry thoroughIy before use,

lf you have any question about Using or installing this prodUct, or if you need a
spare part contaCt oUr customer service,

l

a period of 2 years as of the date of purchas, in accordance With LaW l

23l2O03, of 10 July 20O3, relating to Consumer Goods Sale Guarantees fĘ
].The guarantee does not include defects or disorders produced by l

*
5. GUARANTEE

inappropriate Use oT non-compliance With the instal|ation and
maintenance safety norms described on the instruction leaflets Come
With the products,

2.Repairs free of charge for any original defects and for the damages
caused by them,

3.1n the event that the repair carried out is not satislactory and the object
is not in optimum condition to fulfil] the use to Which it Was destined,
the holder of the guarantee will have the right to a substitution of the
article for another of similar characteristics, or to the full refund of the
price paid,

4.The guarantee is considered automatjcal|y cancel]ed if the article
purchased has been repaired, or tried to be repaired, by any person not
aUthorised by our company.
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WX WASH|NG |NSTRUCT|ONS:

, The cover is removable and Washable at 30",
Dry in the fresh air only,

, Wash in washing machine (cold),
, Do not USe b]each,
, Dry clean, With any Solvent except
trichloroethylene.

, Do not use dryer.
, Do not iron,
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